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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] In traditional computing a single central
processing unit (CPU) sequentially executes a single in-
struction on a single piece of data in a single stream,
executing one operation at a time. As the data processing
demands of the world increased, the amount of data to
be operated upon exploded.
[0002] In stream processing multiple data streams
from potentially multiple sources can be processed in
real time. "Streaming" or stream processing means re-
ceiving streams of data, processing the data and stream-
ing it back out as a single flow of data. Large amounts of
memory and/or other resources can be consumed when
joining multiple data streams because data from one data
stream typically is held in memory or on a storage medi-
um while waiting for matching events from another data
stream to arrive..
[0003] GEDIK B ET AL: "GrubJoin: An Adaptive, Multi-
Way, Windowed Stream Join with Time Correlation-
Aware CPU Load Shedding",IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON
KNOWLEDGE AND DATA ENGINEERING, IEEE
SERVICE CENTER, LOS ALAMITOS, CA, US, vol. 19,
no. 10, 2 October 2007 (2007-10-02), pages 1363-1380,
XP011191978,ISSN: 1041-4347, teaches that correla-
tions often exist among tuples of interrelated streams and
a match probability distribution that is a function of the
difference between the time stamps exists, the time cor-
relations being unpredictable meaning that a fixed time
window cannot be incorporated in join predicates, and
window sizes are often chosen to be large to accommo-
date the dynamic nature of correlations, which causes
system overload. This prior art document therefore pro-
poses an adaptive system that allows for learning time
correlations among the streams in case they are not
known or changing, the technique therein called "window
harvesting" picking only the most profitable segments of
join windows for the join operations. This prior art docu-
ment does not consider setting an intentional delay in
order to ingest later arriving stream-data, as specified in
claim 1 and further disclosed in detail in this specification,
thereby overcoming the problem of conserving memory
and storage resources.

SUMMARY

[0004] The one or more join conditions specifying al-
lowable joins (matching data) of data from two or more
data streams can be analyzed to determine a time period
for allowable joins (a time discrepancy between times
associated with the joinable data). Increasing the time
period for which data matches can result in the reduction
of the amount of memory or storage needed for joining
because stream data does not have to be stored. If anal-
ysis of the allowable bounds determines that, in order to
match up, an event from one stream must occur prior to

the matching event from another stream, the later-arriv-
ing stream data can be ingested with an intentional delay.
[0005] When analysis of the join conditions at run-time
indicates that regardless of input received through one
of the data streams (e.g., a first data stream), no output
will be produced unless and until more input is received
from the other data stream, (e.g., a second data stream)
pulling data from the first stream can cease until more
input is received from the second data stream. A multi-
stage join plan having multiple allowable join time periods
can be employed. One (e.g., typically less busy) stream
can be scanned with increasing amounts of intentional
delay (e.g. at time 0, and time 0 plus 1 minute, at time 0
plus 5 minutes, at time 0 plus 10 minutes and so on).
Rather than holding the entire contents of the other (e.g.,
typically busier) data stream for the match interval, the
events that were not matched within a specified time pe-
riod can be re-pulled from the first data stream during a
second stage.
[0006] This Summary is provided to introduce a selec-
tion of concepts in a simplified form that are further de-
scribed below in the Detailed Description. This Summary
is not intended to identify key features or essential fea-
tures of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to
be used to limit the scope of the claimed subject matter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] In the drawings:

FIG. 1 illustrates a system 100 comprising an exam-
ple of a system that performs streaming joins in ac-
cordance with aspects of the subject matter de-
scribed herein;
FIG. 2a illustrates an example of a method 251 for
performing streaming joins in accordance with as-
pects of the subject matter disclosed herein;
FIG. 2b illustrates an example of a another method
200 for performing streaming joins in accordance
with aspects of the subject matter disclosed herein;
FIG. 2c illustrates an example of another method
220 for performing streaming joins in accordance
with aspects of the subject matter disclosed herein;
FIG. 2d illustrates an example of another method
231 for performing streaming joins in accordance
with aspects of the subject matter disclosed herein;
and
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example of a com-
puting environment in accordance with aspects of
the subject matter disclosed herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0008] The disclosure of the invention is reflected in
the subject-matter of the claims. A common scenario in
stream processing is "joining" two or more streams. For
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example a join of two data streams typically generates a
data stream of pairs: data from the first data stream, and
data from the second data stream, where the pair satis-
fies the conditions specified in the join. Conserving re-
sources such as memory or storage when computing
joins is helpful in traditional database processing and can
be even more helpful in stream processing.
[0009] Three strategies for joins in stream processing
that can dramatically reduce memory and/or storage re-
quirements are described. One reason that large
amounts of memory and/or storage are often consumed
in streaming joins is because data from one data stream
is held in memory or storage while waiting for matching
events from a second data stream to arrive. To alleviate
this condition, in accordance with aspects of the first strat-
egy, the join condition can be analyzed to determine an
allowable time range for joinable data, or in other words,
the time discrepancy between data in the two data
streams that "match" (e.g., satisfy the join condition). For
example, if ascertaining the lower boundary of the allow-
able time range determines that, in order to match, data
from one data stream must occur prior to matching data
from the other data stream, the later-arriving stream data
can be ingested with an intentional delay. An intentional
delay means that data associated with a time X is not
ingested from the second stream until data with time X+T
is ingested from the first stream, where T is the lower
boundary of the allowable time range. Typically in tradi-
tional stream processing systems, ingestion occurs as
fast as possible. The memory and/or storage require-
ments for the joining process can be reduced by not hold-
ing the data from the earlier-arriving stream in memory
and/or storage. Interestingly, this technique does not in-
crease latency.
[0010] A second strategy analyzes the join condition
to determine when the internal state of the join operator
is such that no matter how much additional input is re-
ceived through one of the streams (e.g., a second data
stream), no output will be produced. This condition will
typically but not always occur when the buffer for the first
input data stream is empty. In such cases, in accordance
with some aspects of the subject matter, no additional
input is sought from the second input data stream, as it
would only serve to increase the memory and/or storage
consumption.
[0011] In a third strategy a multi-stage join plan can be
employed. A first data stream can be scanned with typ-
ically one or more increasing amounts of intentional delay
(e.g. at time 0, and time 0 plus 1 minute, at time 0 plus
5 minutes, at time 0 plus 10 minutes and so on). In ac-
cordance with aspects of the subject matter described
herein, rather than holding the entire contents of either
data stream for the match interval in memory (as would
be required in some known state-of-the-art join plans),
only the events that were not matched within a specified
time period are held. This strategy works particularly well
when the maximum time differences between matching
events is much larger than the average time difference

between matching events - a very common situation in
stream joins. The strategies described herein can be
combined in any combination.

Streaming Joins in Constrained Memory Environ-
ments

[0012] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a system 100
that performs streaming joins in accordance with aspects
of the subject matter described herein. All or portions of
system 100 may reside on one or more computers or
computing devices such as the computers described be-
low with respect to FIG. 3. System 100 or portions thereof
may be provided as a stand-alone system or as a plug-
in or add-in.
[0013] System 100 or portions thereof may include in-
formation obtained from a service (e.g., in the cloud) or
may operate in a cloud computing environment. A cloud
computing environment can be an environment in which
computing services are not owned but are provided on
demand. For example, information may reside on multi-
ple devices in a networked cloud and/or data can be
stored on multiple devices within the cloud.
[0014] System 100 can include one or more computing
devices such as, for example, computing device 102.
Contemplated computing devices include but are not lim-
ited to desktop computers, tablet computers, laptop com-
puters, notebook computers, personal digital assistants,
smart phones, cellular telephones, mobile telephones,
sensors and so on. A computing device such as comput-
ing device 102 can include one or more processors such
as processor 142, etc., and a memory such as memory
144 that communicates with the one or more processors.
The computing device may be a device that operates in
a constrained memory environment. A constrained mem-
ory environment is an environment in which the available
memory is not sufficient to handle the processing de-
mands with which it is faced using more traditional tech-
niques of processing streaming joins.
[0015] System 100 may include any one or more pro-
gram modules that when loaded into the memory cause
the at least one processor to perform the processing at-
tributed to the one or more program modules. System
100 may include any one or more program modules com-
prising: one or more program modules that perform
streaming joins such as streaming join module 106. Sys-
tem 100 may include one or more join conditions that
describe the conditions under which data can be allow-
ably joined, represented in FIG. 1 as join condition 108.
A join condition may be a query. A join condition may be
a portion of a query. The query may be a database query.
The query may be a non-database query. Streaming join
module 106 may receive two or more data streams such
as a first data stream (e.g., data stream 1 112) and a
second data stream (e.g., data stream 2 114). One or
more additional data streams may also be received and
joined, represented in FIG. 1 by data stream 116. Data
in the data streams may be event data, complex event
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data, data from databases or any type of data. Streaming
data can be structured data, security data, sensor data,
measurement data, (e.g., data from a temperature sens-
ing device), log data and so on.
[0016] Streaming join module 106 may join data from
two or more data streams to produce an output stream
such as output stream 110. Data from data streams can
be real time data received in real time. Data from data
streams can be recorded real time data. Data from the
first data stream may originate from a first data source
(e.g., data source 1 118). Data from a second data stream
may originate from a second data source (e.g., data
source 1 120) and so on. Data sources may reside on
the same computing device as streaming join module
106 or on a different computing device. Similarly, a first
data source and a second data source of more than two
data streams may reside on the same computing device,
on different computing devices and so on. Data from the
two or more data streams can be joined in accordance
with join conditions as determined by conditions set forth
in a join conditions data store (not shown). Streaming
join module 106 may process one or more of the stream-
ing join strategies described below.
[0017] One streaming join strategy applies to temporal
joins. Data from two or more data streams can be joined
in accordance with a time associated with the data. The
time associated with the data can be a time at which the
data was generated. The time associated with the data
can be a time at which the data was received. The time
associated with the data can be a time at which the data
was sent. The time associated with the data can be any
other time. In the examples below data is joined in relation
to when the data was generated. In accordance with
some aspects of the subject matter described herein, an
assumption is made that the data is received in order by
time. For example, an event may be time stamped to
reflect the time at which the event was generated.
[0018] Streaming join module 106 can acquire data
from the data streams by acquiring, accessing, reading
or pulling data. In accordance with some aspects of the
subject matter, streaming join module 106 can pull data
for the streaming joins so that data is not received until
requested by the streaming join module. The streaming
join module 106 can pull data from the first data stream
at one time. The streaming join module 106 can pull data
from the second data stream another time that is earlier
or later than the time the data is pulled from the first data
stream. If there are more than two data streams, the other
data streams can be pulled from at still different times.
The streaming join module 106 can generate an order
(sequence) in which pull requests are sent to the data
streams based on the times associated with the data from
the data streams, thereby determining which data stream
will be pulled from next. The streaming join module 106
can make a determination of which data stream to pull
from next using the following methodology. If the time
associated with the first unit of data, record or event in
the first data stream is greater than the time associated

with the second unit of data, record or event in the second
data stream, the streaming join module 106 can stop pull-
ing data from the first data stream until the time associ-
ated with the data of the first data stream is equal to or
greater than the data being processed in the second data
stream and vice versa.
[0019] For example, suppose the streaming join mod-
ule 106 is given a join with the condition that only matches
events with identical timestamps. The streaming join
module can pull data from data stream 1. Suppose the
first event in data stream 1 has a timestamp of time (t)+8.
The streaming join module can then request data from
data stream 2. Suppose the first event in data stream 2
has a timestamp of t+0. The streaming join module 106
can store the timestamp (t+8) of the event of the first data
stream 1 (data stream 1) having the later associated time
and stop pulling data from data stream 1 until the times-
tamp of the event being processed from data stream 2
reaches or exceeds the stored timestamp (t+8). Thus, in
this example, instead of storing eight events from data
stream 1 until the event in data stream 2 with a timestamp
of t+8 or greater is reached, only one value is stored in
memory.
[0020] In the example above, the assumption was
made that data with timestamp equivalence were joined.
That is, data from data stream 1 with a timestamp of t+1
was joined with data from data stream 2 with a timestamp
of t+1. However, such is not always the case. A join con-
dition may specify that data with an associated time that
falls within a specified range or time period can be joined.
The join condition can be analyzed to determine what
the time range for allowably joining data is. For example,
the join condition may specify that data from data stream
1 and data from data stream 2 can be joined as long as
the time associated with the data from data stream 2
exceeds the time associated with the data from data
stream 1 by a time range generated from the join condi-
tion, such as, for example, between 10 and 20 seconds.
In this case, the streaming join module can introduce an
intentional delay into the pulling of data from data stream
1 by the lower bound of the time range (e.g., 10 seconds),
because no event from data stream 1 can successfully
match an event from data stream 2 until the time asso-
ciated with the data from data stream 2 is at least the
lower bound (10 seconds) ahead of the time associated
with the data from data stream 1. When the input stream
is a recorded data stream, "delay" can mean skipping to
the data having an associated time that satisfies the join
condition rather than actually waiting 10 seconds. Delay
can also mean a suspension of pulling data.
[0021] Time ranges can be extracted from the join con-
dition using methods that depend on the language used
to specify those conditions. In accordance with some as-
pects of the subject matter described herein, the join con-
ditions are specified using binary logic over binary
Boolean expressions. In such a system, the range can
be extracted by the following sequence of steps, per-
formed recursively:
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1) Convert the join condition to its Disjunctive Normal
Form.
2) If the top-most operator in the condition is an AND,
extract the ranges from its two arguments, and in-
tersect them.
3) If the top-most operator in the condition is an OR,
extract the ranges from its two arguments, and union
them, taking the convex hull of the result.
4) If the top-most operator in the condition is a NOT,
extract the range of its argument and take its com-
plement, taking the convex hull of the result.
5) If the top-most operator in the condition is a com-
parison operator, then:

a. Check if all of the arguments on the left-hand
side reference the first stream’s associated time
or are constants, and if all of the arguments on
the right-hand side reference the second
stream’s associated time or are constants, ex-
tract the bound on the difference between the
associated times implied by this expression.
b. Otherwise, return a completely open range.

[0022] The second streaming join strategy applies to
joins in which output data is only produced when data
from one data source is only generated when a particular
condition exists or a particular threshold is reached. In
some circumstances, the join condition can be analyzed
at runtime. In response to determining that regardless of
the input generated by a first data source, no input is
being generated from the second data source, no input
from the first data source is sought. For example, the join
condition may specify that data from data stream 1 can
only match data from data stream 2 if both their associ-
ated times and their user names match. When a large
number of records with a given time are ingested from
one data stream (e.g., data stream 1), while only a small
number of records with the matching time are ingested
from another data stream (e.g., data stream 2), the in-
gestion of data from one data stream (e.g., data stream
1) can be suspended until either (a) the other data stream
(e.g., data stream 2) moves beyond the aforementioned
matching time or (b) the number of units of data ingested
from the other data stream (e.g., data stream 2) for the
time reaches the number of units of data ingested from
the one data stream (e.g., data stream 1).
[0023] The third streaming join strategy is a multiple-
stage approach in which at least two time periods are
applied to joins. In one (e.g., typically a shorter) time pe-
riod, data from the first data stream and data from the
second data stream are matched within the first time pe-
riod. In accordance with some aspects of the subject mat-
ter described herein, any data from the second data
stream that did not match data from the first data stream
within the first (shorter) time period is retained or held
(e.g., in memory), and is matched as the first stream is
re-read (e.g., re-pulled) with one or more increasing de-
lays reaching the second (larger) time period. It will be

appreciated that the examples provided are meant to be
illustrative, not limiting.
[0024] FIG. 2a illustrates an example of a method 251
for performing streaming joins in accordance with as-
pects of the subject matter described herein. The method
described in FIG. 2a can be practiced by a system such
as but not limited to the one described with respect to
FIG. 1. While method 251 describes a series of opera-
tions that are performed in a sequence, it is to be under-
stood that method 251 is not limited by the order of the
sequence depicted. For instance, some operations may
occur in a different order than that described. In addition,
one operation may occur concurrently with another op-
eration. In some instances, not all operations described
are performed. In some instances, not all operations per-
formed are illustrated.
[0025] At operation 272 one or more join conditions
can be analyzed. At operation 273 which data stream to
pull from next can be determined. At operation 274 the
selected data stream can be pulled from. At operation
275 the pulled data can be processed. Output can be
generated.
[0026] FIG. 2b illustrates an example of a method 200
for performing streaming joins in accordance with as-
pects of the subject matter described herein. The method
described in FIG. 2b can be practiced by a system such
as but not limited to the one described with respect to
FIG. 1. While method 200 describes a series of opera-
tions that are performed in a sequence, it is to be under-
stood that method 200 is not limited by the order of the
sequence depicted. For instance, some operations may
occur in a different order than that described. In addition,
one operation may occur concurrently with another op-
eration. In some instances, not all operations described
are performed. In some instances, not all operations per-
formed are illustrated.
[0027] At operation 202 one or more join conditions
can be analyzed. Analysis of the at least one join condi-
tion can provide information from which an allowable time
discrepancy for matching data can be generated. At op-
eration 203 a minimal time variance (e.g., time variance
d) between matching (joinable) data (e.g., events) can
be generated. That is, as described above, a join condi-
tion may specify that data associated with a time that falls
within a specified range or time period can be joined. The
join condition can be analyzed to determine what the time
range for joining data is at operation 203. For example,
the join condition may specify that data from data stream
1 and data from data stream 2 can be joined as long as
the time associated with data pulled from data stream 2
exceeds the time associated with the data pulled from
data stream 1 by between 3 and 5 seconds. The minimal
time variance d is the lower end of the range: in this ex-
ample, the minimal time variance d is 3 seconds, the
lower end of the time period. Data associated with a time
that is less than 3 minutes after the time associated with
the data pulled from the first stream of data will not match
because that data does not fall within the range of 3 and
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5 minutes after the time associated with data pulled from
the first stream of data and thus will not be joined. Data
associated with a time that is greater than 5 minutes after
the time associated with the data pulled from the first
stream of data will not match because that data does not
fall within the range of 3 and 5 minutes after the time
associated with data pulled from the first stream of data
and thus will not be joined.
[0028] At operation 204, data from a first data stream
can be acquired, accessed, read or pulled from a first
data source. At operation 205 the time associated with
the pulled data t can be recorded. At operation 206 data
from another (a second data stream) can be acquired,
accessed, read or pulled from another data source (a
second data source). The associated time of the data
from the other data stream T can be determined. If the
data meets the match criteria output can be produced at
operation 207, output can be displayed, reported, sent
to a requestor, etc. and processing can continue at op-
eration 208. If the data does not meet the match criteria
output will not be produced and operation can continue
at operation 208. The results of determining whether the
times associated with the data attempting to be matched
fall within or outside of the joinable time range at opera-
tion 208 determines whether the next data stream read
is data stream 1 or data stream 2. Results can be deter-
mined by evaluation of the expression T<t-d. If T<t-d is
true, the data is joinable and more data from the second
data stream can be pulled next. If T<t-d is false, the data
is not joinable and more data from the first data stream
can be pulled next. That is, if the time associated with
the data from the second stream is less than a difference
of the recorded time and the minimal time variance, data
can be pulled from the second data stream. Processing
can resume at operation 206 at which point additional
data from the second data stream can be acquired, ac-
cessed, read or pulled. In response to determining that
the times associated with the data attempting to be
matched and joined fall outside of the joinable time period
at operation 208, additional data can be acquired, ac-
cessed, read or pulled from the first data stream and
processing can resume at operation 204. Operations 204
through 208 can continue until the stream processing is
terminated.
[0029] Suppose, for example, that data from data
stream 2 comprises data about when a computer is boot-
ed and data from data stream 1 comprises data about
logging into the computer. Suppose a join condition is
written to find all users that logged into a computer within
5 and 10 minutes after the computer was booted. Sup-
pose the last login was 1:11. Suppose the last boot was
at 1:05. If the last reboot occurred at T=1:05, 1:05 can
be compared to 1:06, that is, 1:11- 5 (recorded time of
data t from data stream 1 minus the minimal variance
time d generated from the analysis of the join condition)
to determine which of the data streams to pull from next.
Because 1:05 is less than 1:06 additional data can be
accessed, read or pulled from the second data stream.

Logins that match a recorded time of 1:11 are logins that
occurred between 1:11 and 1:16. Therefore if the last
login was 1:11 the latest reboot that could match would
be 1:06. Thus there would be no need to read any more
boots until another login was received.
[0030] FIG. 2c illustrates an example of a method 220
for performing streaming joins in accordance with as-
pects of the subject matter described herein. The method
described in FIG. 2c can be practiced by a system such
as but not limited to the one described with respect to
FIG. 1. While method 220 describes a series of opera-
tions that are performed in a sequence, it is to be under-
stood that method 220 is not limited by the order of the
sequence depicted. For instance, some operations may
occur in a different order than that described. In addition,
one operation may occur concurrently with another op-
eration. In some instances, not all operations described
are performed. In some instances, not all operations per-
formed are illustrated,
[0031] At operation 222 one or more join conditions
can be analyzed. In response to determining at operation
224 that, regardless of additional input received through
one of the data streams (e.g., a first data stream), no
output can be produced unless and until more input is
received from the another data stream, (e.g., a second
data stream) acquiring, accessing, reading, or pulling da-
ta from the first stream can cease until more input is re-
ceived from the other (second) data stream. That is, in
response to determining at operation 224 that no more
potentially joinable input data from data stream 1 can be
acquired until data from the second data stream is re-
ceived, processing can continue at operation 228. Data
that is potentially joinable data is data that has at least
some chance of matching. If instead at operation 224 it
is determined that additional still potentially joinable data
is available from the first data stream (e.g., data stream
1) additional data can be acquired, accessed, read or
pulled from the first data stream (e.g., data stream 1) at
operation 226. Processing can return to operation 224.
In response to determining at operation 228 that addi-
tional input from a second data stream (e.g., data stream
2) is still potentially joinable and thus can still potentially
generate output, additional data can be pulled from data
stream 2 at operation 230. Processing can return to op-
eration 228. In response to determining at operation 228
that regardless of what additional input is received from
data stream 2, output cannot be generated until addition-
al data from the first data stream is received, processing
can return to operation 224. This processing can continue
until the stream processing process is terminated.
[0032] A real-world example of method 220 is de-
scribed. Suppose a computer reboot occurring within 5
minutes before or 5 minutes after a temperature reading
of 100 degrees Fahrenheit is detected. Typically a lot
more temperature readings are generated then there are
reboots. However, there is no point acquiring the tem-
perature readings unless there is a reboot within the pre-
vious 5 minutes. Instead of acquiring and storing all the
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data, the data is not pulled in until the reboot occurs. For
example, suppose the first data stream (data stream 1)
represents temperature and the second data stream (da-
ta stream 2) represents reboots. At operation 224 a tem-
perature reading is acquired but so far, no reboots have
been received so no output can be generated. Additional
temperature readings will not generate output, so no
more temperature readings are pulled. Instead, data is
attempted to be pulled from the second data stream (data
stream 2). If data is acquired and if the match conditions
are satisfied, output can be produced and more data can
be pulled from data stream 2. As long as output can be
generated, this loop continues. When output can no long-
er be generated (there are no reboots within the previous
5 minutes), processing returns to operation 224. This
process can be repeated.
[0033] FIG. 2d illustrates an example of a method 231
for performing streaming joins in accordance with as-
pects of the subject matter described herein. The method
described in FIG. 2d can be practiced by a system such
as but not limited to the one described with respect to
FIG. 1. While method 231 describes a series of opera-
tions that are performed in a sequence, it is to be under-
stood that method 231 is not limited by the order of the
sequence depicted. For instance, some operations may
occur in a different order than that described. In addition,
one operation may occur concurrently with another op-
eration. In some instances, not all operations described
are performed. In some instances, not all operations per-
formed are illustrated.
[0034] At least one join condition for joining data from
a first stream and data from a second stream can be
analyzed to generate at least a first time interval and a
second time interval. In accordance with some aspects
of the subject matter described herein, the first time in-
terval is the shorter time interval of the two time intervals
and the second time interval is the longer time interval
of the two time intervals. In the first stage of a multiple
stage joining process, data from the first data stream can
be acquired (e.g., accessed, read, pulled, etc.) at oper-
ation 232. At operation 233 data from the second data
stream can be acquired (e.g., accessed, read, pulled,
etc.).
[0035] At operation 234 data from the first data stream
and data from the second data stream can be evaluated
to determine if the data matches using a first time period.
For example, data matches if the time associated with
the data being matched falls within a first time interval of
multiple time periods. In accordance with some aspects
of the subject matter described herein the first interval is
a shorter interval. In response to determining that data
from the first stream and data from the second stream
match, output data (the result of the join) can be gener-
ated at operation 238. In response to determining that
data from the first stream and data from the second
stream do not match, that is, for example, their associated
times fall outside of the first interval, the non-matching
data from data stream 2 can be held at operation 235.

[0036] In the second stage of the joining process, un-
matched data from the first data stream and unmatched
data from the second data stream can be matched using
the second (e.g., possibly longer) time period. Data from
stream 1 can be re-read (re-pulled) with an intentional
delay at operation 242. At operation 236 data re-read
from the first data stream and data that was held at op-
eration 235 from the second data stream can be evalu-
ated to determine if the data matches using a second
time period. For example, data matches if the associated
times of the data being matched falls within the second,
specified interval of the multiple time periods. In accord-
ance with some aspects of the subject matter described
herein the second interval is a longer interval.
[0037] In response to determining that data re-read
from the first stream and data held from the second
stream match, output data (the result of the join) can be
generated at operation 238. Processing can continue at
operations 232 and 233. In response to determining that
data from the first stream and data from the second
stream do not match, that is, for example, their times-
tamps fall outside of the second interval, the non-match-
ing data from data stream 2 can be discarded at operation
240. Processing can continue at operations 232 and 233.
It will be appreciated that although only two stages are
depicted in FIG. 2c, the contemplated subject matter is
not so limited. This process or portions thereof can be
repeated for any number of stages.
[0038] A real-world example is now described. Sup-
pose data from the first data stream represents ads dis-
played to users. Suppose data from the second data
stream represents click events (i.e., the user clicks on
the ad). Suppose the first time period selected is five
minutes. The ad data is acquired. The click data is ac-
quired. The data is evaluated to see if it matches. Any
click event that matches up with an ad display in the first
five minutes can result in an output being produced. To
do so, 5 minutes worth of ads can be held. If there are
any matches, output is produced. There will in all likeli-
hood be data that does not match. In particular, it is likely
that some clicks will not match. The reason that a click
does not match an ad is because the ad occurred more
than 5 minutes before. The unmatched clicks are clicks
that occurred more than 5 minutes after the ad was dis-
played. The number of unmatched clicks would be ex-
pected to be very small.
[0039] The unmatched clicks can be matched against
the ads where the ads are reacquired from the data
stream 1 with a delay (e.g, a one hour delay). The ads
and the clicks may still not match. For example, the ads
and the clicks may not match because the click occurred
more than one hour after the ad was displayed or be-
cause the corresponding click was not held (e.g., be-
cause the click occurred less than 5 minutes after the ad
was displayed). If the ad was clicked on before 5 minutes
operation 234 would have handled it. Operation 236 will
only pick up the clicks that occurred between 5 minutes
and one hour. The amount of data held in memory or in
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storage is very small (5 minutes worth of ads and non-
matching clicks). A traditional system would hold an
hour’s worth of ads. Suppose the second time period
selected is three hours. Unmatched data (clicks and ads)
can be re-ingested with a 3 hour delay and joined to pro-
duce output.
[0040] In conclusion, described herein includes a sys-
tem comprising at least one processor, a memory con-
nected to the at least one processor and at least one
program module loaded into the memory, the at least one
program module comprising a streaming join module that
analyzes at least one join condition for joining data pulled
from a first data stream and data pulled from a second
data stream and generates, based on analysis of the at
least one join condition, an order or sequence in which
pull requests are sent to the first and second data streams
based on a time associated with the data from the first
data stream and a time associated with the data from the
second data stream. The system may comprise at least
one program module that generates an allowable time
range for joinable data from the analysis of the at least
one join condition. The system may comprise at least
one program module that generates a lower boundary of
the allowable time range, the lower boundary comprising
a minimal time variance for the joinable data, pulls data
from the first data stream, and/or records in the memory
or elsewhere the time associated with the data from the
first data stream and then pulls data from the second
data stream.
[0041] The system may comprise at least one program
module that determines that the pulled data from the sec-
ond data stream is potentially joinable with the pulled
data from the first data stream by determining that the
time associated with the data from the second stream is
less than a difference of the recorded time and the min-
imal time variance. The system may comprise at least
one program module that pulls additional data from the
first data stream in response to determining that the
pulled data from the second data stream is not joinable
with the pulled data from the first data stream, and/or
determines that the pulled data from the second data
stream is not joinable with the pulled data from the first
data stream by determining that the time associated with
the data from the second stream is not less than a differ-
ence of the recorded time and the minimal time variance.
The system may comprise at least one program module
that determines from the analysis of the at least one join
condition that to produce output, data from the first data
stream and data from the second data stream is required.
The system may comprise at least one program module
that, in response to determining that no output can be
produced because no potentially joinable data from the
second data stream has been pulled, stops pulling data
from the first data stream and starts pulling data from the
second data stream. The system may comprise at least
one program module that, in response to determining
that no output can be produced because no potentially
joinable data from the first data stream has been pulled,

stops pulling data from the second data stream and starts
pulling data from the first data stream.
[0042] The system of claim 1 may comprise at least
one program module that determines from the analysis
of the at least one join condition, a first time interval and
a second time interval and in response to determining
that the time associated with the data from the first data
stream and the time associated with the data from the
second data stream does fall within the first time interval,
retains non-matching data from the second data stream.
The system may comprise at least one program module
that determines from the analysis of the at least one join
condition a first time interval and a second time interval
and in response to determining that the time associated
with the data from the first data stream and the time as-
sociated with recorded data from the second data stream
fall within the second time interval, discards non-match-
ing data from the second data stream.
[0043] Disclosed is a method comprising analyzing by
a processor of a computing device at least one join con-
dition for joining data pulled from a first data stream and
data pulled from a second data stream in a stream
processing system and generating, based on analysis of
the at least one join condition, an order in which pull re-
quests are sent to the first and second data streams
based on a time associated with the data from the first
data stream and a time associated with the data from the
second data stream. The method may generate an al-
lowable time range for joinable data from the analysis of
the at least one join condition, generate a lower boundary
of the allowable time range, the lower boundary compris-
ing a minimal time variance for the joinable data, pull data
from the first data stream, record in the memory or else-
where the time associated with the data from the first
data stream and pull data from the second data stream.
The method may determine that the pulled data from the
second data stream is potentially joinable with the pulled
data from the first data stream by determining that the
time associated with the data from the second stream is
less than a difference of the recorded time and the min-
imal time variance.
[0044] The method may pull additional data from the
first data stream in response to determining that the
pulled data from the second data stream is not joinable
with the pulled data from the first data stream and deter-
mine that the data pulled from the second data stream
is not joinable with the pulled data from the first data
stream by determining that the time associated with the
data from the second stream is not less than a difference
of the recorded time and the minimal time variance. The
method may determine from the analysis of the at least
one join condition that to produce output, data from the
first data stream and data from the second data stream
is required. The method may, in response to determining
that no output can be produced because no potentially
joinable data from the second data stream has been
pulled, cease to pull data from the first data stream and
start to pulls data from the second data stream with an
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intentional delay. The method may, in response to deter-
mining that no output can be produced because no po-
tentially joinable data from the first data stream has been
pulled, cease pulling data from the second data stream
and pull data from the first data stream. The method may
determine from the analysis of the at least one join con-
dition, a first time interval and a second time interval and
in response to determining that a time associated with
the data from the first data stream and the time associ-
ated with the data from the second data stream fall within
the first time interval, retain non-matching data from the
second data stream. The method may determine from
the analysis of the at least one join condition a first time
interval and a second time interval and may in response
to determining that a time associated with the data from
the first data stream and the time associated with record-
ed data from the second data stream fall within the sec-
ond time interval, discard non-matching data from the
second data stream.
[0045] Disclosed is a computer-readable storage me-
dium comprising computer-readable instructions which
when executed cause at least one processor of a com-
puting device to analyze at least one join condition for
joining data pulled from a first data stream and data pulled
from a second data stream. Further instructions may gen-
erate, based on analysis of the at least one join condition,
an order in which pull requests are sent to the first and
second data streams based on a time associated with
the data from the first data stream and a time associated
with the data from the second data stream. Further in-
structions may determine from the analysis of the at least
one join condition, a first time interval and a second time
interval. Further instructions may in response to deter-
mining that the time associated with the data from the
first data stream and the time associated with the data
from the second data stream fall within the first time in-
terval, retain non-matching data from the second data
stream. Further instructions may in response to deter-
mining that the time associated with the data from the
first data stream and the time associated with recorded
data from the second data stream fall within the second
time interval, discard non-matching data from the second
data stream.

Example of a Suitable Computing Environment

[0046] In order to provide context for various aspects
of the subject matter disclosed herein, FIG. 3 and the
following discussion are intended to provide a brief gen-
eral description of a suitable computing environment 510
in which various embodiments of the subject matter dis-
closed herein may be implemented. While the subject
matter disclosed herein is described in the general con-
text of computer-executable instructions, such as pro-
gram modules, executed by one or more computers or
other computing devices, those skilled in the art will rec-
ognize that portions of the subject matter disclosed here-
in can also be implemented in combination with other

program modules and/or a combination of hardware and
software. Generally, program modules include routines,
programs, objects, physical artifacts, data structures, etc.
that perform particular tasks or implement particular data
types. Typically, the functionality of the program modules
may be combined or distributed as desired in various
embodiments. The computing environment 510 is only
one example of a suitable operating environment and is
not intended to limit the scope of use or functionality of
the subject matter disclosed herein.
[0047] With reference to FIG. 3, a computing device in
the form of a computer 512 is described. Computer 512
may include at least one processing unit 514, a system
memory 516, and a system bus 518. The at least one
processing unit 514 can execute instructions that are
stored in a memory such as but not limited to system
memory 516. The processing unit 514 can be any of var-
ious available processors. For example, the processing
unit 514 can be a graphics processing unit (GPU). The
instructions can be instructions for implementing func-
tionality carried out by one or more components or mod-
ules discussed above or instructions for implementing
one or more of the methods described above. Dual mi-
croprocessors and other multiprocessor architectures al-
so can be employed as the processing unit 514. The com-
puter 512 may be used in a system that supports render-
ing graphics on a display screen. In another example, at
least a portion of the computing device can be used in a
system that comprises a graphical processing unit. The
system memory 516 may include volatile memory 520
and nonvolatile memory 522. Nonvolatile memory 522
can include read only memory (ROM), programmable
ROM (PROM), electrically programmable ROM
(EPROM) or flash memory. Volatile memory 520 may
include random access memory (RAM) which may act
as external cache memory. The system bus 518 couples
system physical artifacts including the system memory
516 to the processing unit 514. The system bus 518 can
be any of several types including a memory bus, memory
controller, peripheral bus, external bus, or local bus and
may use any variety of available bus architectures. Com-
puter 512 may include a data store accessible by the
processing unit 514 by way of the system bus 518. The
data store may include executable instructions, 3D mod-
els, materials, textures and so on for graphics rendering.
[0048] Computer 512 typically includes a variety of
computer readable media such as volatile and nonvola-
tile media, removable and non-removable media. Com-
puter readable media may be implemented in any meth-
od or technology for storage of information such as com-
puter readable instructions, data structures, program
modules or other data. Computer readable media include
computer-readable storage media (also referred to as
computer storage media) and communications media.
Computer storage media includes physical (tangible)
media, such as but not limited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM,
flash memory or other memory technology, CDROM, dig-
ital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical disk storage,
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magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk stor-
age or other magnetic storage devices that can store the
desired data and which can be accessed by computer
512. Communications media include media such as, but
not limited to, communications signals, modulated carrier
waves or any other intangible media which can be used
to communicate the desired information and which can
be accessed by computer 512.
[0049] It will be appreciated that FIG. 3 describes soft-
ware that can act as an intermediary between users and
computer resources. This software may include an op-
erating system 528 which can be stored on disk storage
524, and which can allocate resources of the computer
512. Disk storage 524 may be a hard disk drive connected
to the system bus 518 through a non-removable memory
interface such as interface 526. System applications 530
take advantage of the management of resources by op-
erating system 528 through program modules 532 and
program data 534 stored either in system memory 516
or on disk storage 524. It will be appreciated that com-
puters can be implemented with various operating sys-
tems or combinations of operating systems.
[0050] A user can enter commands or information into
the computer 512 through an input device(s) 536. Input
devices 536 include but are not limited to a pointing de-
vice such as a mouse, trackball, stylus, touch pad, key-
board, microphone, voice recognition and gesture rec-
ognition systems and the like. These and other input de-
vices connect to the processing unit 514 through the sys-
tem bus 518 via interface port(s) 538. An interface port(s)
538 may represent a serial port, parallel port, universal
serial bus (USB) and the like. Output devices(s) 540 may
use the same type of ports as do the input devices. Output
adapter 542 is provided to illustrate that there are some
output devices 540 like monitors, speakers and printers
that require particular adapters. Output adapters 542 in-
clude but are not limited to video and sound cards that
provide a connection between the output device 540 and
the system bus 518. Other devices and/or systems or
devices such as remote computer(s) 544 may provide
both input and output capabilities.
[0051] Computer 512 can operate in a networked en-
vironment using logical connections to one or more re-
mote computers, such as a remote computer(s) 544. The
remote computer 544 can be a personal computer, a
server, a router, a network PC, a peer device or other
common network node, and typically includes many or
all of the elements described above relative to the com-
puter 512, although only a memory storage device 546
has been illustrated in FIG. 3. Remote computer(s) 544
can be logically connected via communication connec-
tion(s) 550. Network interface 548 encompasses com-
munication networks such as local area networks (LANs)
and wide area networks (WANs) but may also include
other networks. Communication connection(s) 550 refers
to the hardware/software employed to connect the net-
work interface 548 to the bus 518. Communication con-
nection(s) 550 may be internal to or external to computer

512 and include internal and external technologies such
as modems (telephone, cable, DSL and wireless) and
ISDN adapters, Ethernet cards and so on.
[0052] It will be appreciated that the network connec-
tions shown are examples only and other means of es-
tablishing a communications link between the computers
may be used. One of ordinary skill in the art can appre-
ciate that a computer 512 or other client device can be
deployed as part of a computer network. In this regard,
the subject matter disclosed herein may pertain to any
computer system having any number of memory or stor-
age units, and any number of applications and processes
occurring across any number of storage units or volumes.
Aspects of the subject matter disclosed herein may apply
to an environment with server computers and client com-
puters deployed in a network environment, having re-
mote or local storage. Aspects of the subject matter dis-
closed herein may also apply to a standalone computing
device, having programming language functionality, in-
terpretation and execution capabilities.
[0053] The various techniques described herein may
be implemented in connection with hardware or software
or, where appropriate, with a combination of both. Thus,
the methods and apparatus described herein, or certain
aspects or portions thereof, may take the form of program
code (i.e., instructions) embodied in tangible media, such
as floppy diskettes, CD-ROMs, hard drives, or any other
machine-readable storage medium, wherein, when the
program code is loaded into and executed by a machine,
such as a computer, the machine becomes an apparatus
for practicing aspects of the subject matter disclosed
herein. As used herein, the term "machine-readable stor-
age medium" shall be taken to exclude any mechanism
that provides (i.e., stores and/or transmits) any form of
propagated signals. In the case of program code execu-
tion on programmable computers, the computing device
will generally include a processor, a storage medium
readable by the processor (including volatile and non-
volatile memory and/or storage elements), at least one
input device, and at least one output device. One or more
programs that may utilize the creation and/or implemen-
tation of domain-specific programming models aspects,
e.g., through the use of a data processing API or the like,
may be implemented in a high level procedural or object
oriented programming language to communicate with a
computer system. However, the program(s) can be im-
plemented in assembly or machine language, if desired.
In any case, the language may be a compiled or inter-
preted language, and combined with hardware imple-
mentations.
[0054] Although the subject matter has been described
in language specific to structural features and/or meth-
odological acts, it is to be understood that the subject
matter defined in the appended claims is not necessarily
limited to the specific features or acts described above.
Rather, the specific features and acts described above
are disclosed as example forms of implementing the
claims.
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Claims

1. A system comprising:

at least one processor;
a memory connected to the at least one proces-
sor; and
at least one program module loaded into the
memory, the at least one program module com-
prising a streaming join module that:

analyzes a join condition for joining data
pulled from a first data stream and data
pulled from a second data stream to deter-
mine an allowable time range for joinable
data;
analyzes data from the first data stream and
data from the second data stream; and
generates an order in which data from the
first and second data streams is ingested
such that later-arriving stream data is in-
gested with an intentional delay,
wherein the intentional delay means that the
data associated with a time X is not ingested
from the second data stream until data as-
sociated with a time X+T is ingested from
the first data stream, where T is the lower
boundary of the allowable time range for
joinable data.

2. The system of claim 1, further comprising at least
one program module that:

generates an allowable time range for joinable
data from an analysis of at least one join condi-
tion;
generates a lower boundary of the allowable
time range, the lower boundary comprising a
minimal time variance for the joinable data;
pulls data from the first data stream;
records in the memory the time associated with
the data from the first data stream; and
pulls data from the second data stream.

3. The system of claim 2, further comprising at least
one program module that:
determines that the pulled data from the second data
stream is potentially joinable with the pulled data
from the first data stream by determining that the
time associated with the data from the second
stream is less than a difference of the recorded time
and the minimal time variance.

4. The system of claim 2, further comprising at least
one program module that:

pulls additional data from the first data stream
in response to determining that the pulled data

from the second data stream is not joinable with
the pulled data from the first data stream; and
determines that the pulled data from the second
data stream is not joinable with the pulled data
from the first data stream by determining that
the time associated with the data from the sec-
ond stream is not less than a difference of the
recorded time and the minimal time variance.

5. The system of claim 1, further comprising at least
one program module that:
determines from analysis of at least one join condi-
tion that to produce output, data from the first data
stream and data from the second data stream is re-
quired.

6. The system of claim 5, further comprising at least
one program module that:
in response to determining that no output can be
produced because no potentially joinable data from
the second data stream has been pulled, stops pull-
ing data from the first data stream and starts pulling
data from the second data stream.

7. The system of claim 5, further comprising at least
one program module that:
in response to determining that no output can be
produced because no potentially joinable data from
the first data stream has been pulled, stops pulling
data from the second data stream and starts pulling
data from the first data stream.

8. The system of claim 1, further comprising at least
one program module that:

determines from analysis of at least one join con-
dition, a first time interval and a second time in-
terval; and
in response to determining that the time associ-
ated with the data from the first data stream and
the time associated with the data from the sec-
ond data stream does fall within the first time
interval, retains non-matching data from the sec-
ond data stream.

9. The system of claim 1, further comprising at least
one program module that:

determines from analysis of at least one join con-
dition a first time interval and a second time in-
terval; and
in response to determining that the time associ-
ated with the data from the first data stream and
the time associated with recorded data from the
second data stream fall within the second time
interval, discards non-matching data from the
second data stream.
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10. A method comprising:

analyzing by a processor of a computing device
at least one join condition for joining data pulled
from a first data stream and data pulled from a
second data stream in a stream processing sys-
tem to determine an allowable time range for
joinable data; and
generating, based on analysis of the at least one
join condition, an order in which pull requests
are sent to the first and second data streams
based on a time associated with the data from
the first data stream and a time associated with
the data from the second data stream such that
later-arriving stream data is ingested with an in-
tentional delay,
wherein the intentional delay means that the da-
ta associated with a time X is not ingested from
the second data stream until data associated
with a time X+T is ingested from the first data
stream, where T is the lower boundary of the
allowable time range for joinable data.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising:

generating an allowable time range for joinable
data from the analysis of the at least one join
condition;
generating a lower boundary of the allowable
time range, the lower boundary comprising a
minimal time variance for the joinable data;
pulling data from the first data stream;
recording in the memory the time associated
with the data from the first data stream; and
pulling data from the second data stream.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising:
determining that the pulled data from the second da-
ta stream is potentially joinable with the pulled data
from the first data stream by determining that the
time associated with the data from the second
stream is less than a difference of the recorded time
and the minimal time variance.

13. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

pulling additional data from the first data stream
in response to determining that the pulled data
from the second data stream is not joinable with
the pulled data from the first data stream; and
determining that the data pulled from the second
data stream is not joinable with the pulled data
from the first data stream by determining that
the time associated with the data from the sec-
ond stream is not less than a difference of the
recorded time and the minimal time variance.

14. The method of claim 10, further comprising:

determining from the analysis of the at least one join
condition that to produce output, data from the first
data stream and data from the second data stream
is required.

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising:
in response to determining that no output can be
produced because no potentially joinable data from
the second data stream has been pulled, ceasing to
pull data from the first data stream and starting to
pulls data from the second data stream with an in-
tentional delay.

Patentansprüche

1. System, mit:

mindestens einem Prozessor;
einem Speicher, der mit dem mindestens einem
Prozessor verbunden ist; und
mindestens einem Programmmodul, das in den
Speicher geladen ist, wobei das mindestens ei-
ne Programmmodul ein Datenstromzusammen-
führungsmodul aufweist, das:

eine Zusammenführungsbedingung zum
Zusammenführen von Daten, die aus einem
ersten Datenstrom gezogen werden, und
Daten, die aus einem zweiten Datenstrom
gezogen werden, auswertet, um einen zu-
lässigen Zeitbereich für zusammenführba-
re Daten zu ermitteln;
Daten aus dem ersten Datenstrom und Da-
ten aus dem zweiten Datenstrom auswer-
tet; und
eine Reihenfolge erzeugt, in der Daten aus
dem ersten und dem zweiten Datenstrom
so aufgenommen werden, dass später ein-
treffende Stromdaten mit einer beabsichtig-
ten Verzögerung aufgenommen werden,
wobei die beabsichtigte Verzögerung be-
deutet, dass Daten, denen eine Zeit X zu-
geordnet ist, nicht aus dem zweiten Daten-
strom aufgenommen werden, bis Daten,
denen eine Zeit X + T zugeordnet ist, aus
dem ersten Datenstrom aufgenommen
sind, wobei T eine untere Grenze des zu-
lässigen Zeitbereichs für zusammenführba-
re Daten ist.

2. System nach Anspruch 1, das ferner mindestens ein
Programmmodul umfasst, das
einen zulässigen Zeitbereich für zusammenführbare
Daten aus einer Auswertung mindestens einer Zu-
sammenführungsbedingung erzeugt;
eine untere Grenze des zulässigen Zeitbereichs er-
zeugt, wobei die untere Grenze eine minimale Zeit-
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schwankung für die zusammenführbaren Daten um-
fasst;
Daten aus dem ersten Datenstrom zieht;
in dem Speicher die Zeit aufzeichnet, die den Daten
aus dem ersten Datenstrom zugeordnet ist; und
Daten aus dem zweiten Datenstrom zieht.

3. System nach Anspruch 2, das ferner mindestens ein
Programmmodul umfasst, das:
ermittelt, dass die aus dem zweiten Datenstrom ge-
zogenen Daten potentiell mit den gezogenen Daten
aus dem ersten Datenstrom zusammenführbar sind,
indem bestimmt wird, dass die den Daten zugeord-
nete Zeit aus dem zweiten Datenstrom kleiner ist als
eine Differenz der aufgezeichneten Zeit und der mi-
nimalen Zeitschwankung.

4. System nach Anspruch 2, das ferner mindestens ein
Programmmodul umfasst, das:

weitere Daten aus dem ersten Datenstrom zieht
in Reaktion darauf, dass ermittelt wird, dass die
aus dem zweiten Datenstrom gezogenen Daten
nicht mit den aus dem ersten Datenstrom gezo-
genen Daten zusammenführbar sind; und
ermittelt, dass die aus dem zweiten Datenstrom
gezogenen Daten nicht mit den aus dem ersten
Datenstrom gezogenen Daten zusammenführ-
bar sind, indem ermittelt wird, dass die den Da-
ten aus dem zweiten Strom zugeordnete Zeit
nicht kleiner ist als eine Differenz der aufge-
zeichneten Zeit und der minimalen Zeitschwan-
kung.

5. System nach Anspruch 1, das ferner mindestens ein
Programmmodul umfasst, das:
aus einer Auswertung mindestens einer Zusammen-
führungsbedingung ermittelt, dass zum Erzeugen ei-
ner Ausgabe Daten aus dem ersten Datenstrom und
Daten aus dem zweiten Datenstrom erforderlich
sind.

6. System nach Anspruch 5, das ferner mindestens ein
Programmmodul umfasst, das:
in Reaktion darauf, dass ermittelt wird, dass keine
Ausgabe erzeugt werden kann, da keine potentiell
zusammenführbaren Daten aus dem zweiten Daten-
strom gezogen worden sind, das Ziehen von Daten
aus dem ersten Datenstrom beendet und das Ziehen
von Daten aus dem zweiten Datenstrom startet.

7. System nach Anspruch 5, das ferner mindestens ein
Programmmodul umfasst, das:
in Reaktion darauf, dass ermittelt wird, dass keine
Ausgabe erzeugt werden kann, da keine potentiell
zusammenführbaren Daten aus dem Datenstrom
gezogen worden sind, das Ziehen von Daten aus
dem zweiten Datenstrom beendet und das Ziehen

von Daten aus dem ersten Datenstrom beginnt.

8. System nach Anspruch 1, das ferner mindestens ein
Programmmodul umfasst, das:

aus einer Auswertung mindestens einer Zusam-
menführungsbedingung ein erstes Zeitintervall
und ein zweites Zeitintervall ermittelt; und
in Reaktion darauf, dass ermittelt wird, dass die
den Daten aus dem ersten Datenstrom zuge-
ordnete Zeit und die den Daten aus dem zweiten
Datenstrom zugeordnete Zeit in dem ersten Zei-
tintervall liegt, nicht passende Daten aus dem
zweiten Datenstrom bewahrt.

9. System nach Anspruch 1, das ferner mindestens ein
Programmmodul umfasst, das:

aus einer Auswertung mindestens einer Zusam-
menführungsbedingung ein erstes Zeitintervall
und ein zweites Zeitintervall ermittelt; und
in Reaktion darauf, dass ermittelt wird, dass die
den Daten aus dem ersten Datenstrom zuge-
ordnete Zeit und die aufgezeichneten Daten aus
dem zweiten Datenstrom zugeordnete Zeit in
dem zweiten Zeitintervall liegen, nicht passende
Daten aus dem zweiten Datenstrom verwirft.

10. Verfahren mit:

Auswerten, durch einen Prozessor einer Re-
cheneinrichtung, mindestens einer Zusammen-
führungsbedingung zum Zusammenführen von
Daten, die aus einem ersten Datenstrom gezo-
gen werden, und von Daten, die aus einem zwei-
ten Datenstrom gezogen werden, in einem Da-
tenstromverarbeitungssystem zur Ermittlung ei-
nes zulässigen Zeitbereichs für zusammenführ-
bare Daten; und
Erzeugen, auf der Grundlage einer Auswertung
der mindestens einen Zusammenführungsbe-
dingung, einer Reihenfolge, in der Datenziehan-
forderungen an den ersten und den zweiten Da-
tenstrom gesendet werden, auf der Grundlage
einer Zeit, die den Daten aus dem ersten Da-
tenstrom zugeordnet ist, und einer Zeit, die den
Daten aus dem zweiten Datenstrom zugeordnet
ist, derart, dass später eintreffende Datenstrom-
daten mit einer beabsichtigten Verzögerung auf-
genommen werden,
wobei die beabsichtigte Verzögerung bedeutet,
dass die Daten, denen eine Zeit X zugeordnet
ist, aus dem zweiten Datenstrom nicht aufge-
nommen werden, bis Daten, denen eine Zeit X
+ T zugeordnet ist, aus dem ersten Datenstrom
aufgenommen sind, wobei T eine untere Grenze
des zulässigen Zeitbereichs für zusammenfüg-
bare Daten ist.
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11. Verfahren 10, das ferner umfasst:

Erzeugen eines zulässigen Zeitbereichs für zu-
sammenführbare Daten aus der Auswertung
der mindestens einen Zusammenführungsbe-
dingung;
Erzeugen einer unteren Grenze des zulässigen
Zeitbereichs, wobei die untere Grenze eine mi-
nimale Zeitschwankung für die zusammenführ-
baren Daten umfasst;
Ziehen von Daten aus dem ersten Datenstrom;
Aufzeichnen der Zeit in dem Speicher, die den
Daten aus dem ersten Datenstrom zugeordnet
wird; und
Ziehen von Daten aus dem zweiten Datenstrom.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, das ferner umfasst:
Ermitteln, dass die aus dem zweiten Datenstrom ge-
zogenen Daten mit den aus dem ersten Datenstrom
gezogenen Daten potentiell zusammenführbar sind,
indem ermittelt wird, dass die den Daten aus dem
zweiten Datenstrom zugeordnete Zeit kleiner ist als
eine Differenz der aufgezeichneten Zeit und der mi-
nimalen Zeitschwankung.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, das ferner umfasst:

Ziehen weiterer Daten aus dem ersten Daten-
strom in Reaktion darauf, dass ermittelt wird,
dass die aus dem zweiten Datenstrom gezoge-
nen Daten nicht mit den aus dem ersten Daten-
strom gezogenen Daten zusammenführbar
sind; und
Ermitteln, dass die aus dem zweiten Datenstrom
gezogenen Daten nicht mit den aus dem ersten
Datenstrom gezogenen Daten zusammenführ-
bar sind, indem ermittelt wird, dass die den Da-
ten aus dem zweiten Datenstrom zugeordnete
Zeit kleiner ist als eine Differenz der aufgezeich-
neten Zeit und der minimalen Zeitschwankung.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, das ferner umfasst:
Ermitteln aus der Auswertung der mindestens einen
Zusammenführungsbedingung, dass zum Erzeugen
einer Ausgabe Daten aus dem ersten Datenstrom
und Daten aus dem zweiten Datenstrom erforderlich
sind.

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 14, das ferner umfasst:
in Reaktion darauf, dass ermittelt wird, dass keine
Ausgabe erzeugt werden kann, da keine potentiell
zusammenführbaren Daten aus dem zweiten Daten-
strom gezogen worden sind, Beenden des Ziehens
von Daten aus dem ersten Datenstrom und Starten
des Ziehens von Daten aus dem zweiten Datenstrom
mit einer absichtlichen Verzögerung.

Revendications

1. Système comprenant :

au moins un processeur ;
une mémoire connectée au au moins un
processeur ; et
au moins un module de programme chargé dans
la mémoire, le au moins un module de program-
me comprenant un module de jonction en flux
continu qui :

analyse une condition de jonction pour join-
dre des données extraites d’un premier flux
de données et des données extraites d’un
second flux de données pour déterminer
une plage de temps tolérable pour des don-
nées joignables ;
analyse des données provenant du premier
flux de données et des données provenant
du second flux de données ; et
génère un ordre dans lequel des données
provenant des premier et second flux de
données sont ingérées de telle sorte que
des données de flux arrivant plus tard sont
ingérées avec un retard intentionnel,
dans lequel le retard intentionnel signifie
que les données associées à un temps X
ne sont pas ingérées à partir du second flux
de données jusqu’à ce que des données
associées à un temps X+T soient ingérées
à partir du premier flux de données, où T
est la limite inférieure de la plage de temps
tolérable pour des données joignables.

2. Système selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre au moins un module de programme qui :

génère une plage de temps tolérable pour des
données joignables à partir d’une analyse d’au
moins une condition de jonction ;
génère une limite inférieure de la plage de temps
tolérable, la limite inférieure comprenant une va-
riance de temps minimale pour les données
joignables ;
extrait des données à partir du premier flux de
données ;
enregistre dans la mémoire le temps associé
aux données provenant du premier flux de
données ; et
extrait des données à partir du second flux de
données.

3. Système selon la revendication 2, comprenant en
outre au moins un module de programme qui :
détermine que les données extraites du second flux
de données peuvent potentiellement être jointes aux
données extraites du premier flux de données en
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déterminant que le temps associé aux données pro-
venant du second flux est inférieur à une différence
entre le temps enregistré et la variance de temps
minimale.

4. Système selon la revendication 2, comprenant en
outre au moins un module de programme qui :

extrait des données supplémentaires à partir du
premier flux de données en réponse à la déter-
mination que les données extraites du second
flux de données ne peuvent pas être jointes aux
données extraites du premier flux de données ;
et
détermine que les données extraites du second
flux de données ne peuvent pas être jointes aux
données extraites du premier flux de données
en déterminant que le temps associé aux don-
nées provenant du second flux n’est pas infé-
rieur à une différence entre le temps enregistré
et la variance de temps minimale.

5. Système selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre au moins un module de programme qui :
détermine à partir d’une l’analyse d’au moins une
condition de jonction que, pour produire une sortie,
des données provenant du premier flux de données
et des données provenant du second flux de don-
nées sont requises.

6. Système selon la revendication 5, comprenant en
outre au moins un module de programme qui :
en réponse à la détermination qu’aucune sortie ne
peut être produite parce qu’aucune donnée poten-
tiellement joignable provenant du second flux de
données n’a été extraite, arrête l’extraction de don-
nées à partir du premier flux de données et commen-
ce à extraire des données à partir du second flux de
données.

7. Système selon la revendication 5, comprenant en
outre au moins un module de programme qui :
en réponse à la détermination qu’aucune sortie ne
peut être produite parce qu’aucune donnée poten-
tiellement joignable provenant du premier flux de
données n’a été extraite, arrête l’extraction de don-
nées à partir du second flux de données et commen-
ce à extraire des données à partir du premier flux de
données.

8. Système selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre au moins un module de programme qui :

détermine à partir de l’analyse d’au moins une
condition de jonction, un premier intervalle de
temps et un second intervalle de temps ; et
en réponse à la détermination que le temps as-
socié aux données provenant du premier flux de

données et le temps associé aux données pro-
venant du second flux de données se trouvent
dans le premier intervalle de temps, conserve
des données non concordantes provenant du
second flux de données.

9. Système selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre au moins un module de programme qui :

détermine à partir de l’analyse d’au moins une
condition de jonction, un premier intervalle de
temps et un second intervalle de temps ; et
en réponse à la détermination que le temps as-
socié aux données provenant du premier flux de
données et le temps associé à des données en-
registrées provenant du second flux de données
se trouvent dans le second intervalle de temps,
écarte des données non concordantes prove-
nant du second flux de données.

10. Procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

analyser par un processeur d’un dispositif infor-
matique au moins une condition de jonction pour
joindre des données extraites d’un premier flux
de données et des données extraites d’un se-
cond flux de données dans un système de trai-
tement de flux pour déterminer une plage de
temps tolérable pour des données joignables ;
et
générer, sur la base de l’analyse de la au moins
une condition de jonction, un ordre dans lequel
des demandes d’extraction sont envoyées aux
premier et second flux de données sur la base
d’un temps associé aux données provenant du
premier flux de données et d’un temps associé
aux données provenant du second flux de don-
nées de sorte que des données de flux arrivant
plus tard sont ingérées avec un retard intention-
nel,
dans lequel le retard intentionnel signifie que les
données associées à un temps X ne sont pas
ingérées à partir du second flux de données jus-
qu’à ce que des données associées à un temps
X+T soient ingérées à partir du premier flux de
données, où T est la limite inférieure de la plage
de temps tolérable pour des données joigna-
bles.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à :

générer une plage de temps tolérable pour des
données joignables à partir de l’analyse de la
au moins une condition de jonction ;
générer une limite inférieure de la plage de
temps tolérable, la limite inférieure comprenant
une variance de temps minimale pour les don-
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nées joignables ;
extraire des données à partir du premier flux de
données ;
enregistrer dans la mémoire le temps associé
aux données provenant du premier flux de
données ; et
extraire des données à partir du second flux de
données.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 11, comprenant en
outre :
la détermination que les données extraites du se-
cond flux de données sont potentiellement joigna-
bles avec les données extraites du premier flux de
données en déterminant que le temps associé aux
données provenant du second flux est inférieur à
une différence entre le temps enregistré et la varian-
ce de temps minimale.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 11, comprenant en
outre :

l’extraction de données supplémentaires à partir
du premier flux de données en réponse à la dé-
termination que les données extraites du se-
cond flux de données ne peuvent pas être join-
tes aux données extraites du premier flux de
données ; et
la détermination que les données extraites du
second flux de données ne peuvent pas être
jointes aux données extraites du premier flux de
données en déterminant que le temps associé
aux données provenant du second flux n’est pas
inférieur à une différence entre le temps enre-
gistré et la variance de temps minimale.

14. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en
outre :
la détermination à partir de l’analyse de la au moins
une condition de jonction que, pour produire une sor-
tie, des données provenant du premier flux de don-
nées et des données provenant du second flux de
données sont nécessaires.

15. Procédé selon la revendication 14, comprenant en
outre :
en réponse à la détermination qu’aucune sortie ne
peut être produite parce qu’aucune donnée poten-
tiellement joignable provenant du second flux de
données n’a été extraite, l’arrêt d’extraire des don-
nées à partir du premier flux de données et le dé-
marrage d’extraire des données à partir du second
flux de données avec un retard intentionnel.
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